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Recently, a wave of empirical studies lias loolied at tlie dynamic evo- 
lution of firm size and its implications for industry evolution, which 
has led to a number of "stylised" facts about firm dynamics and in- 
dustry evolution (£01 overviews, e.g. Audretsch (1995a); Sulton (1997)); 
Caves (1998)). These can be summarised as follows. Eirst, firm size 
and firm age are negatively related to firm growth and the probabiliity 
of firm exit (Evans (1987a,b)). Second, the conditions of technology 
underlying the industry can explain why survival rates vary consider- 
abiy across industries (e.g. Audretsch (1991)). Finally at al1 times there 
exist high entry rates of new firms, but also high exit rates. Likewise, 
at all times there are expanding firms and contracting firms, which 
leads to simultaneous creation and destruction of jobs in narrowly de- 
fined sectors and regions (e.g. Baldwin and Gorecki (1987); Davis and 
Haltiwanger (1992); Konings (1995a); Konings, Roodhooft and Van 
de Gucht (1996)). 

The growth process of firms has long been studied in the industrial 
organisation literature and it is with the emergence of large firm lev- 
el micro data sets that a natura1 renewed empirical interest emerged 
to obtain a better understanding of the selection and evolution pro- 
cess that firms experience, and its has implications for the industry 
concentration in product markets. The simplest version of a growth 
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model is one in which growth rates are independent of size, which gen- 
erates a log normai size distribritzon of firms. This is kliown as Gibrat's 
Law of Proportiilnate Effects: each firm in eaclm size category has the 
same probability of pl-oportioi~al growth. This was already anaiysed 
empiricaIly Irm the 50's by Mart and Prais (1955) 2nd Simon and Bon- 
ini (1958) aalnong others. 

Since the work of Evans (l*I87a,b). Dunne, Roherts and Samuei- 
s011 (1988) and Hall (1987), the legacy of Gibrat'c kaw was questio~ed. 
These papers found that firm growth did depind on its size and age 
and that the variance of firm growth di$ vary with firm size. 

Most of the papers on firnla growth have used US data for the man- 
ufaciuririg sector, buut little is knowr; about ille growtli process of Eu- 
ropean firms, facing possibly different competitivs markers and insti- 
tutions. In thls paper we use a unique data set of more than 20,000 
Belgian firms to study tlie process of f i rn  growth between 1985-95. 
4xie mak6 varioeas contributions to the literature of firn1 growth. In par- 
ticular, we use data for both the manufacturing sector and the non- 
rnanufacturing sector. This allows us to test whether the growth pro- 
cess of firrns in manufacturing differs from the growth process of firms 
in khe non-rnanufacturing sector. This has been suggested by a recent 
paper that studiecl the survival process of Dutcli firrns in the service 
sector (Audretsch, Klomp amd Tlaurik (1997)). They find that the s@- 
lised facts related to Eirm size, age, survival and growth in the service 
sector are strikingly different than in the manufacturing sector. In this 
paper we steidy the growth process for both the manufacturing and 
non-manufacturiag sector. 111 dsing ss, we also make a distinction be- 
tween manufacturing sectors thatface exogenous sunk costs of entry 
versus rnanufactuaing sectors that face endogenous sunk costs of en- 
try. This distinction may be important for the growth process aild the 
long run size distribution of firms as suggested theoretically by Sut- 
tori ((1991), (1998)) and empirically by Walsh (1999). 

The structure of thic paper is as follows. In the nexl section we re- 
view the main theoretica1 models of firm growth aiid sclection. In sec- 
tion III we discuss the data and our econornetric strategy. In section 
IV we give and cliscuss our res-ilts. Finally, section V concludes. 



The observation that Gibrat9s Law fnilec! te held in m:inufacti~r- 
ing was consistent with a number of iecent theeretical models of fiim 
growth. -We ;vil1 diseucc iwo  of them. The passivc icarni~lg model of 
Jovanovic (4982) and the a.ctave iearning n~oiáel of Palces and Erick- 
con (1989). 

Thr passive learr-iing model asculiles that firms have different effi- 
. . 

ciency levels (cssf- 1svels). H ~ w e v e r ~  each in6i~iidlial fi:-r~; npon vnir:y 
does 11ot know exactbwhab ets sindsrlying efficiency ievei Is, but k~io;ws 
the distiiibutiori sut  of whirh it got a rarido~ii draw. By Bayesian up- 
daticg th_e firm fin& gut its efficieiicy Level over time. GO-d firms w i j  

expand, bad firms wil1 shrink and exit. Thls explai~~s ~ h y  ikr" wwith 2 

smal1 initiaj size can have higher growtia rates than iirrns with a large 
initia! size. In particula-r, when entering smail a goed firm has en- 
rered below its optimal size and therefore -wil1 expand cnce at finds 
out its underlying efficiency level. A bad firn1 thar eriteied s i ~ ~ a i l  ~ i Z 1  
exit when it finds out Its efficiency level. A firrn tliat elitered at a large 
size in case It has a lm eFiiciency leve4 wil1 shrlnk. A firm that en- 
tered at a large size in case it. has a high efficiency levei has a highel- 
chance of having entered at the optima1 size and wil% tberefare be Iess 
likeiy to grow. This leads to a negative correiation between firm growth 
aiad its initia1 size. By ihe same reasoni~ig, a i~egailve correlation ex- 
ists between firm growth aazd its age, because Bqesiara updating rakes 
time. 

In the passive Eearning model the ecoi~ornic agents have n0 inilu- 
ence on the position firms have in ïhe iaistribtrtion OL erficiency. In con- 
trast, the active Yearning model (Pakes and Erickson (1989)) assurnec 
that firms can improve their relative position by making active invest- 
rnents. Where the passive learning model assumes firms at birth to be 
ignorant about a time-invariant profitability parameter, the acxive 
learning model takes as giuien only the current vahe  of the parainetel- 
that determines ihe Firrn's ctochastic profitability. The active karn-  
ing model then assumes that the value of tl-iat profitabilipj paraaneter 
changes over time in response to the firm's own ii~vestments and that 
of other firms in the same market. Also in this context a negative cor- 
relation between firm size and firm growth and between firm age and 
firm growth is the result. 



Recent theories therefore suggest that firm growth depends on firm 
size and age. Assume that the firm-growth relationship is given by 

where x stands for employment (as a measure of firm size), a is firm 
age, subscript i stands for firm i, subscript t for year t ,  t' the initia1 year, 
d = (t  - ti) z 0 and e is a lognormally distributed error term. Taking 
logarithins then gives the following statistica1 specification: 

Moreover, the error term in (2) is normally distributed with mean 
zero and supposed to have a constant variance o. To obtain a testable 
empirical equation we can, for example, take a first order logarithmic 
approxirnation of (2) to get 

Also a seconid order logarithmic approximation of (2) can be tested 
by using 

In xi, - In x,,. 
d = a" C a,ln x,,, + a, ln a,,, + a3 ln x,,., 

+ a41n ait2 + a5 In xir3 In ait' + ei, (3)' 

Equations (3) and (3)' are referred to as the linear and non-linear 
"growth equation" respectively and will serve as the bedrock of our 
empirical tests. First, we test equations (3) and (3)' for the entire sam- 
ple. Apart from including age and size we will also include sector dum- 
mies to control for unobserved exogenous sector effects. Second, we 
test equations (3) and (3)' for the manufacturing sector only. In do- 
ing so, we explicitly distinguish between firms that have endogenous 
sunk costs of entry in their product market versus those that have ex- 
ogenous sunk costs of entry. This distinction might have important im- 
plications for the dynamics of firm growth and the equilibrium mar- 
ket structure as shown by Sutton (1991). 



III. DATA AND ECONOMETRIC APPROACH 

A. Data 

The data at our disposal are al1 firms in the Northern part of Bel- 
gium, Flanders, that are required to submit their company accounts 
to the Centra1 Bank of Belgium. We have a sample that covers al1 re- 
porting firins in 1985 and we follow them through 1995. Firms are 
forced by law to report to the central bank and legislation is such that 
the observations are randomly distributed over the economy. Our 
analysis wil1 focus on average firm growth during the period 1985-95. 
This means that we have information on al1 firms that survived until 
1995, and as such we know which firms, although reporting in 1985, 
dropped out before the ending of the sampling period. As wil1 be- 
come clear below, this enables US to control for sample selection bias 
when estimating the determinants of firm level growth. 

Figures 1 and 2 show the log size distribution in 1985 and 1995 and 
Figure 3 shows the average firm level growth-rate for the entire sam- 
ple. We can note that the log firm size distribution is skewed to the 
right in 1985, i.e. we have more small firms than large ones. This is 
still so in 1995, but to a lesser degree. We can note that there oc- 
curred a shift of firm size towards larger size classes for those firms 
that survived the 1985-95 time span. This reflects the fact that firms, 
which were small in 1985, have grown by 1995, given they survived the 
sampling period. 

FIGURE 1 

Log-Size Distiibution in 1985 
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FEGUUR 7 

Log-Size DisfiiDri:ion ofS!!~i~ii.ois i/: i535 
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brr Eigure 3 we plot the aveLage firm growth rate. VVe note that hhe 
Srm growth disrsibution is quite symmetric, bofincl between -25% and 
+ E % ,  with a single peak in the dictribution around zero. From the 
disril-lbution it s e e m  that we have about as many firms tirat have a po- 
sitive growtla rate on average, as there are firms with a negative gro~wth 
iaie on average. This reflects firm hetersgeneity: at aEl times there are 
firrns creating jobs, but aIss firrns destroying jobs. 

Table 6 shows some summary statistics. The average growth rate is 
2%, the aveiage firm In 1985 emgloyed 14.4 workers, while in 1995 
ehis increased to 15.5 workers, given that the iirm survived during t l ~ e  
sampling period. The average age of the firm En the sample is 12 yearc 
old in 1985. Ti-sis is quite Bow, given thae we do not restsict our san~~ple 
1s nevi entrants in 1985. We alco inclride firms that existed before 1985. 



FIGUUR 3 

Ai'eïnxe FÌi77: Level 6roi.vtir Rnie in t l ~ e  Period 1985-iP95 
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This low average suggests that in Belgium most old firms are repla- 
ced by young firins, which could be the result (among other explana- 
tioris like institutional incentives) of a Shumpeteriai~ process of mm- 
petition or creative destruction. 

1 GromTb ratr 1 0 020 (O 07) 1 
1 14.4 (81.4) / 

Note: in bl-a-ackzls are staridard deviations 



B. Ecoaoi71etric Approach 

To estimate equation (3) or (3)' accurately, we need to take into ac- 
count a potential sample selection bias. Sample selection occurs if the 
observations in the regression equation are sainpled througli an un- 
observed selecting process. In our sample, average growth is only ob- 
seived if the firm stayed in business until 1995. Using ordinary least 
squares to estimate the coefficients in (3) or (3)' would only compare 
firms that did survive over the total sampling period. However, Ihe 
regression equation fails to explain why these firms survived in the first 
place. It is straightfonvard that the reasons of firm survival should be 
taken into account when discussing the model's economic implica- 
tions. Moreover, it can be shown that when using ordinary least squares 
in rhe presence of a seiectioil bias, the obrained estimates are incon- 
sistent (Aniemiya (1984)). To get around this econornetric pitfall, we 
use a Heckman two-step sample selection correction, simultaneously 
with a maximum likelihood estimator. In particular, the first step of 
the estimation consists of applying the Heckman two-step estimator 
due to Heckman (1976). %he Heclcman two-step estimator firstly es- 
timates the probability of survival and consequently regresses equa- 
tion (3) or (3)'with the inverse Mill's ratio as an additional regressor. 
The second step of the estimation uses the Heckman two-step esti- 
mates as initia1 values in the maximum likelihood estimator, hinging 
upon the usual normality assumptions. This procedures yields consis- 
tent estimates if convergence occurs. We also test whether sample se- 
lection is important or not. 

The estimaied statistica1 model assumes that firm i has an observed 
growth rate if 

z i y  -k u,, > O, (4) 

where u,, has a standard normal distribution and (4) can be referred 
to as "tlie survival equation7". The (column) vector Z, contains tlie 
variables determining the firm's survival. We abstract fl-om the time 
index t since al1 variables in (4) wil1 hold at time t' = 1985 (e.g. size 
alid age in 1985) or are assumed to be independent of time (e.g. sec- 
toral and regional dummies). The zero on the right hand side of the 
inequality comes in as the appropriate reservation level to observe the 
firm's success or failure over time. Simultaneously, there is another 



equation, namely the growth equation". In line with the discussion in 
the previous section, this growth equation could be given by, for ex- 
ample, equations (3) or (3)'. In genera1 however, the growtli equa- 
tion is given by 

where the (column) vector X, contains al1 the variables determin- 
ing the growth of firm i. Again, no time index is used since for the data 
considered, t is fixed to 1995 and t' equals 1985. The error term LL?, 
has a standard normal distribution, but is potentially correlated with 
the error term of the first equation, with a coefficient of correlation 
equal to r. Significant correlation between the errors of (4) and (5) 
underpins the existence of an unobserved seiecring process and indi- 
cates sample selectivity. As mentioiied earlier, if this is tlie case, stan- 
dard regression tecliniques applied to the second equation (which in 
our case is equation (3) or (3)') yield biased results. One test statistic 
often reported is li. = or. If 1 is statistically different from zero, then 
selection bias is important. We wil1 report both, the estimates of the 
growth and the survival equation. 

The first subsection provides estimates of firm growth for the entire 
sample and discusses the results. The second subsection highlights the 
role of manufacturing industries and loolcs for differences between 
sectors with endogenous sunk costs versus sectors with exogenous sunk 
costs of entry within manufacturing. 

A. Overall Firm Growth 

Table 2 shows the results of estimating equations (4.) and (5). In the 
first two columns we show the results of estimating a linear model, so 
we assume a log linear approximation (i.e. we estimate equation (3)). 
Column (1) gives the growth equation, column (2) the survival equa- 
tion. Liltewise in column (3) we give the growth equation for our non- 
linear model (i.e. the estimates of equation (3)') and in column (4) 
the corresponding survival estimates. 

From column (1) in Table 2 we can note that firm cize and age are 
negatively related to firm growth at the I % significante level. The 



estimated values in the first column represent constan-ì elasticities by 
approximation. A 50 5% increase in ernployment leads ro a 0.2 % de- 
crease in the growth rate of the average firm. Tlie same reasoning 
holds for a 10 C& increase in the firm7s age, resulting in a 0.06 % de- 
crease in tlie firrn's average gro\~'lh rate. Small and young PLr~ns there- 
fore tend to grow faster. Evidelice for Belgian firms thus underpins 
recent models contrasting Gibrat's Law. We can also note from COL- 
urn11 (I) that sample selection for zhe linear model is important since 
the test statistic ;'z. is significant at conventional levels. Frorn column 
(2) we learn that firnn size is positively related to firm survival, or, firms 
that are large are more Likely to survive than firans that are small. A 
bit of a surprising result is the observation that old firm are more ? i k -  
ly to fail than young firrns. A negative age-coefficient in the survival 
tquation might suggest a Uyiiarriic proCess of creative desiruciion tak- 

ing place: old firms are replaced by new firms, which can expiairr s4- 
multaneous entry and exit of firzns al ail times, just like we observe 
sinnultaneous job creatisn and destrirction af a31 times (Konings, Rood- 
hooft and Van de Gucht (1998)). This is also consistent with tkie fact 
that the average firm age is rather Isw, as shown ia TabSe 1. So from 
column (1) and (2) it foïlows that smal1 and young firms grow at ihe 
highest rates, but at the same time it seerns that small comganies have 
the poorest foresiglnt of staying in business. The oldest firms are more 
likely to exit, suggesting a Shumpeterian process of creative destriie- 
tion. 

One way to extend the model is by introducing a non-linear statis- 
tical specification of both, tke regression and the partieipation equa- 
tion. This way we can check for robustness and allow for non-cora- 
siant elasticities within the sample. Columns (3) and (4) in Table 2 rep- 
resent the estimates. Evaluated at the sample rnean of log initia1 age, 
the growth-size relationship 4s convex wit11 a minimum for employ- 
ment equal lo 333. 
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Given the log size-distribution in Figure 1, Ir. is straightforward that 
a negative growrh-initia1 size relationship holds for approxirnately al1 
firms. ExarninPng the effects of increasing age on the firrn's growth 
rate, we include the meaw of log initia1 size in the interaction term. A 
concave relation between the logarithm of growth and age holds wit'n 
a maximum at 1.35 years. So, for almsst all firms a negative relatiolm- 
ship hetween gaswth and age holds. Thus, the resuits brought for- 
ward earlier by the linear equatisns prevail again using non-iinear spe- 
clfications of the statistical model. We can therefore conclrndr from 
column (3) that modifying tlne model's specification does not alter the 
evidence found in line with recent work contrasting Gibrat's theore- 
tical predictions. 

However, ensing a non-linear growth specification mitigates the ef- 
f e c t ~  of a sample selection bias as can be noted from the insignifican- 
ve of h. O"sher research as wel1 (e.g. Evans (1987)) finds ai1 unobser- 
ved selectiorr process being absent. It is easily ceel1 from column (4) 
that the probability of suwi~~a l  increases with increasing initia1 size and 
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age for values smaller than 62 and 5.1 respectively after including the 
appropriate mean in the interaction term. These findings stress the 
necessity of a non-linear approximation for the surviving equation and 
may point to some additional dynamics in the Belgian economy, not 
explained by the economic framework captured by the equations (3)', 
(4) and ( 5 ) .  After the maximum values of 62 (size) or 5.1 (age) are 
reached, probabilities of surviving decrease. As mentioiied before, a 
negative relationship behveen the firm's chances of staying alive and 
age suggests a process of creative destruction. So, one can conclude 
that smal1 and young firms (like most of new entrants) are growing 
fast but that their probability of surviving is low compared to firms 
that already survived their first years of market competition. More- 
over, the data might suggest that a process of creative destruction is 
earílïarking tbe Belgiari ecoIiomy; new firnis repiace "ider ones. 

B. Firm Growth: Manufacturing Industries with Endogenous and 
Exogenous Sunk Costs of Entry 

In Tables 3 and 4 we report the results for the manufacturing sector 
only. In Table 3 we look at the sub-sample of sectors that face exog- 
enous sunk costs, while Table 4 shows the results for the sub-sample 
of sectors that have endogenous sunk costs of entry. This classifica- 
tion is taken from Davies and Lyons (1996). Sectors with endogenous 
sunk costs are sectors characterised by intensive R&D expenditures 
andlor advertising expenditures. The residual sectors are the sectors 
characterised by exogenous sunk costs. This distinction is not a trivia1 
one2. 

Sectors characterised by endogenous sunk costs of entry are typi- 
cally sectors that in equilibrium will have a lower bound to concen- 
tration (Sutton (1991)). Such sectors are characterised by products 
with some 'vertical' attribute, i.e. with some degree of vertical prod- 
uct differentiation. In this case, it can be shown that the Limit Theo- 
rem, i.e. as the size of the market increases the equilibrium concen- 
tration level will diminish, fails to hold. The intuition is straightfor- 
ward. Suppose that al1 firms are producing products of the same 'per- 
ceived' level of quality and hence there exists a uniform price in the 
market. In this setting it is optimal for at least one firm to increase its 
advertising expenditures (i.e. endogenous sunk costs) tl-iereby increa- 
sing the 'perceived' level of quality of its product. This results in a po- 
sitive increase of its market share given the price asked for the pro- 



TABLE 3 

Estirnated Elasticities of Fin71 Growth and Deteri?zinaizts ofFinn Survival for the 
Marzufacturing Sector and Exogenorls Sunk Costs: Linenr and Non-Lirzear Statistical 

Specification 

A F  

~ i i i ~ l o ~ ~ i i c i i t ~  

duct is equal to the marginal cost of production, which is the same for 
al1 firms and independent of any fixed cost components. In this set- 
ting al1 customers wil1 buy the quality product which is strictly pre- 
ferred over the low quality product at the given price. It is this mech- 
anism which leads to a bounded number of firms in the market. The 
implication for the growth-size relationship is that we expect that the 
effects of initial size and age are lower, if not absent, as shown by Walsh 
(1999) for Ireland. Endogenous sunk costs can raise barriers to entry, 
which leads to less entry and less "entry mistakes". 

Comparing Tables 3 and 4, the second column, we can see that the 
difference between sunk costs is especially important in the survival 
equation. In the case of endogenous sunk costs the effect of initial size 
on the probability of survival is almost twice as large as in the case of 
exogenous sunk costs. This means that a firm that enters with the same 
size in a sector where there are exogenous sunk costs has much lower 
chances of survival than a comparable firm in an endogenous sunk cost 
sector. This is not surprising, as economies of scale in the former are 
much more important to obtain a competitive advantage than in the 
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TABLE 4 

Estiinated Elasticities of Fimz Growth aizd Detenninants of Finn Survival for the 
Man~tfacturing Sector aizd Endogenous Sunk Costs: Linear ar~d Non-Liizear- Statistical 

Specificatiort 

Note: Columns (1) and (2) are wspectively the growth and the survival equation of a linear statistical 
specification. Columns (3) and (4) represent the same equations for a non-linear approximation of the 
model. In brackets are standard errors, *** indicates sigiuf~cance at I%  level, ** sigiuficance at 2% level 
and * significante at S 36 level. 

latter. We also find that age is not significant in the case of endog- 
enous sunk costs. This suggests, indeed, that young firrns in sectors 
characterised by endogenous sunk costs do not replace old firms. This 
is consistent with the Bdea that there exists a lower bound to concen- 
tration in this type of sectors and which imglies less turbulenee. The 
effects of age and size on growth are very similar in both the exoge- 
nous and the endogenous sunk cost industries. This suggests that the 
effects of sunk costs are especially important in explaining firm sur- 
vival,.not in explaining firm growth. 

Cornparing the results for the manufacturing sector with the over- 
all sample we can note that the effect of initial size on growth is neg- 
ative, but the magnitude is less in the rnanilfactilring sector. The con- 
stant elasticity of initial size for the entire sample is -0.02, while for 
the manufacturing sector for exogenous and endogenous sunk costs 
approximates -0.015 and -0.012 respectively. Moreover, confidence in- 
tervals of the estimates of the entire sample and the manufacturing 
sector are disjoint sets at the 5 % level. This means that the negative 
effect of being large in the manufacturing sector is less severe than in 



the non-manufacturing sector. This is not really surprising since man- 
ufacturing firms are typically characterised by firins that are larger in 
size, because the minimum efficient scale is also larger! In contrast, 
tlie age effect (conditional on survival) is larger in the manufacturing 
sector than in the non-manufacturing sector. Following Jovanovic 
(1982), this suggests that adjustment to optima1 input levels in the 
manufacturing sector occurs at a slower rate than firms adjust their 
input levels in the non-manufacturing sector. Again, this can be ex- 
pected since firms in the manufacturing sector are larger on average. 

V CONCLUSIONS 

Since economists have picked the lock on the doors of data adminis- 
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Law have been contrasted with empirica1 evidence in industrialised 
countries. This paper encounters Gibrat's predictions in the case of 
Belgium and shows there exists a negative relationship between the 
growth of a firm and its size and age. For the entire sample, the con- 
stant growth elasticity of size is -0.02 and the growth elasticity of age 
equals -0.006. Using non-constant growth elasticities of size and age 
does not alter the outcome of a negative relationship between firm 
growth and size or age. So, given that they survive, smal1 and young 
firms tend to have the highest growth rates. The non-linear relation- 
ship between the likelihood of surviving and the firm's size and age is 
concave with a maximum at 62 workers and 5.1 years respectively. De- 
clining probabilities of staying active for older firms suggest a Shum- 
peterian process of creative destruction. 

The presence of endogenous sunk costs acts as an entry barrier in 
part of the Belgian manufacturing sector. The deterrence of entry by 
possible investors ex ante increases the survival probabilities of mar- 
ket participants ex post. This result underpins the assumption that 
economies of scale do play an important role in industries where en- 
dogenous sunk costs are present. Market-power for firms acting in in- 
tensive R&D - or advertising industries also follows from the absence 
of any Shumpeterian dynamics. Compared to the non-manufacturing 
sector and conditional on survival, the size of the firm seems to have 
less impact on the firm's growth rate. This result is straightfonvard 
since traditional industries are on average characterised by larger firms 
having larger minimum efficiency scales. Firm age has a larger (neg- 
ative) impact on survivor's growth in the manufacturing sector. This 



might be expected since Bayesian updating requires additional time 
when firms become larger and hence the production process more 
complicated. In general, we can nevertheless conclude that Gibrat's 
Eaw does not hold as a modelling device when reflecting upon firm 
dynamics in Belgium. 

1. Given tlie inequality sign iii (4), it migl-it seem strangc to quote tliis expression as ai1 
"equation". Ncvcrtheless we can do this siiice (4) is aiialytically tranformed into a probit 
equation where the dependent uariable equals 1 if tlie LHS of (4) is strictly positive. 

2. In the classií'ication used, ai1 industry that does riot have high RSrD andlor advertising 
expendilures is labelled as an "exogeneous suiik cost"-sector. We can abstract from the 
level o l  exogeneous sunk costs since it is sliown by Sutton (1991) not to influence to de- 
cision to ciitry. 

3. The average employment level in the manufacturing sector in 1985 equals 33.4 compa- 
red to 14.4 for tlie entire sample. 
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